Chassis box

Bud offers hundreds of aluminum chassis enclosures for a variety of electronic equipment
housing needs. Long an industry mainstay, our chassis are designed to house electronics that
then mount inside a rack or cabinet. Each chassis is carefully crafted for maximum strength,
rigidness and support. Chassis Enclosures. Aluminum and plastic chassis for rack-mount
applications. USB Enclosure Series. Snap Utility Box Series. Power Plug Box. Potting Box Style
C Series. Potting Box Style B Series. Potting Box Style A Series. Plasticase Style I Plastic
Cases. Plasticase Style H Plastic Cases. Plasticase Style G Plastic Cases. Plasticase Style F
Plastic Cases. Plasticase Style E Plastic Cases. Plasticase Style D Plastic Cases. Plasticase
Style B Plastic Cases. Plasticase Style A Plastic Cases. PI Series Electronic Enclosures.
Hand-Held Plastic Box Style 3. Hand-Held Plastic Box Style 2. Hand-Held Plastic Box Style 1.
Grabber Style Q Plastic Box. Grabber Style P Plastic Box. Grabber Style O Plastic Box. Grabber
Style N Plastic Box. Grabber Style M Plastic Box. Grabber Style L Plastic Box. Grabber Style K
Plastic Box. Grabber Style J Plastic Box. Grabber Style I Plastic Box. Breadboard Series.
Breadboard Power Supply. Jumper Wire Series. Raspberry Pi Enclosure. Sloping Panel Series.
Utility Cabinet Series CU. Sloping Panel Prestige Series. Futura Series. ValuLine Series Chassis
Enclosure. Rack Mount Aluminum Chassis Series. Plastic Rack Mount Box Series. Aluminum
Panel Chassis Series. Econobox with Mounting Bracket Cover. Econobox with Mounting
Bracket. Econobox Series Aluminum Boxes - Electronics. Slope Series Metal Electronics Box.
Slimcab Metal Enclosures for Electronics. Showcase Metal Electronics Box. Shadow Cabinet
Metal Electronics Box. Portacab Series Electronic Enclosure. Minibox Small Metal Boxes.
Keyboard Enclosure Series. Electronic Instrument Case Series. Extruded Aluminum Box Series.
Converta Box Metal Electronics Box. Contour Utility Series Enclosure. Board-ganizer Enclosure
Kit. Compucab Series. Aluminum Chassis Series. Champion Series Electronics Cabinet. No
Results Found. Learn More. An example of a chassis is a vehicle frame , the underpart of a
motor vehicle , on which the body is mounted; if the running gear such as wheels and
transmission, and sometimes even the driver's seat, are included, then the assembly is
described as a rolling chassis. In the case of vehicles, the term rolling chassis means the frame
plus the "running gear" like engine , transmission , drive shaft , differential and suspension. An
underbody sometimes referred to as " coachwork " , which is usually not necessary for integrity
of the structure, is built on the chassis to complete the vehicle. For commercial vehicles , a
rolling chassis consists of an assembly of all the essential parts of a truck without the body to
be ready for operation on the road. These include motor homes , fire engines , ambulances , box
trucks , etc. An armoured fighting vehicle 's hull [6] serves as the chassis and comprises the
bottom part of the AFV that includes the tracks , engine, driver's seat, and crew compartment.
This describes the lower hull, although common usage might include the upper hull to mean the
AFV without the turret. The hull serves as a basis for platforms on tanks , armoured personnel
carriers , combat engineering vehicles , etc. In an electronic device such as a computer , the
chassis consists of a frame or other internal supporting structure on which the circuit boards
and other electronics are mounted. In some designs, such as older ENIAC sets, the chassis is
mounted inside a heavy, rigid cabinet, while in other designs such as modern computer cases ,
lightweight covers or panels are attached to the chassis. In firearms, the chassis is a bedding
frame on long guns such as rifles to replace the traditionally wooden stock , for the purpose of
better accurizing the gun. The chassis is usually made from hard metallic material such as
aluminium alloy and less frequently stainless steel or titanium alloy due to metals having
superior stiffness and compressive strength compared with wood or synthetic polymer, which
are commonly used in conventional rifle stocks. The chassis essentially functions as a more
extensive pillar bedding, providing a metal-on-metal bearing surface that has reduced shifting
potential under the stress of recoil. A barreled action bedded into a metal chassis would
theoretically operate more consistently during repeated firing, resulting in better precision. With
the increasing availability of CNC machining , chassis have become more affordable and
sophisticated, and gained increasing popularity as it can also be expanded to accommodate
customizable "furnitures" buttstock , pistol grip , etc. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Load-bearing framework of an artificial object, which structurally supports the object in its
construction and function. For computer chassis, see Computer case. See also: Locomotive
frame , Locomotive bed , Underframe , and Bogie. See also: Rolling chassis. See also: Rifle
bedding. Airframe Backbone chassis Body-on-frame Coachbuilder Monocoque , construction
from a structural shell instead of a structural frame Undercarriage disambiguation. Retrieved
Official Handbook of Automobiles. National Automobile Association. Retrieved 10 September
Commercial Motor. Transportation Research Board. Troubleshooting Electronic Equipment.
McGraw-Hill Professional. Automotive design. Part of a series of articles on cars. Daytime
running lamp Headlamp hidden high-intensity discharge sealed beam Rear position lamps
Reversing lamps Safety reflector retroreflector Stop lamps Turn signals trafficators. Horn Tow

hitch Window deflector Wing mirror power side-view mirror. Category Commons Portal.
Categories : Automotive chassis types Vehicle technology Computer enclosure Carriages and
mountings. Hidden categories: CS1: Julianâ€”Gregorian uncertainty Articles with short
description Articles with long short description Short description matches Wikidata Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Look up chassis in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Chassis. Lighting Daytime running lamp Headlamp hidden high-intensity
discharge sealed beam Rear position lamps Reversing lamps Safety reflector retroreflector Stop
lamps Turn signals trafficators. Check out our huge selection of parts and accessories for
chassis, containers, container cargo and trailers. Worldwide supplier of container chassis,
shipping containers, twist locks, platform trailers and more! Your order is ready to ship! Cargo
Preservation Dessicant Pouches. Insulating Bulkheads. Moisture Control - Absortop. Door Lock
Boxes. Dunnage Bags. Ratchet Strap Assemblies. Security Tape. King Pins. Roof Bows for
Trailers. Sliding Suspension Components. Winch Lines. Container Parts Aluminum Bottom
Rails. Aluminum Flat Bars. Aluminum Top Rails. Container Paint. Corner Brackets. Corner
Castings - Domestic. Corner Castings - ISO. CSC Plates. Door Hinges. Door Locking
Components. Floor Screws. Foldable Steps. Lift Attachments. Panel Patches - Roof. Panels Front and Side. Panels - Roof. Panels - Stainless Steel. Posts - Corner Posts. Reefer Drains and
Stringers. Roof Bows for Open Top Containers. Roof Coil. Side Rails. Vent Covers - Container
Vents. Landing Leg Parts Brace Lugs. Crank Handle Shafts. Crank Handles. Landing Leg
Assemblies. Mounting Brackets. Sand Shoe Axles. Sand Shoes. Turning Shafts. Twistlocks and
Pinlocks Bolster Components. Pinlock Assemblies. Pins for Pinlocks. Pins for Twistlocks.
Positioning Cones. Twistlock Assemblies. Twistlock Assemblies - Drop In. Wrench for
Screwdown Twistlock. Call us today! In-Frame Tool Box. Part Numbers. Molded design allows
for driveshaft clearance to maximize storage space of 2. Adjustable frame clamps make for easy
installation without drilling approx. Can be used as a battery box with optional Battery Hold
Down Kit Box comes standard with built-in handle lock as well as space for secondary padlock.
Features finger tabs on the cover and lid swings open degrees to give full access to box
opening of What is our warranty? Lifetime Warranty on all polyethylene components from
defects in materials and workmanship. What size is the In-Frame Tool Box? What is the weight?
The total assembled weight is 26 lbs. Does the Tool Box require mounting brackets? Do the
mounting brackets come with the Tool Box? However, there is an optional Battery Hold Down
Kit Part Number: that can be purchased separately for customers use the box for battery
storage. Does the truck frame need to be drilled to install? No, the frame does not need to be
drilled for installation. How much weight can be stored in the Tool Box? The Tool Box is rated to
hold up to lbs internally. Can you stand on the Tool Box? The cover of the Tool Box is foam
filled and can hold up to lbs. Does the Tool Box handle have a keyhole? Yes, the box handle or
what we call the Vector T latch, does have a keyhole, box includes keys, and it also contains
eyelets for customers to place a padlock on it. Does the Tool Box have a lanyard? There are
finger tabs on the cover for easy lifting. Is the Tool Box waterproof? This product is more
waterproof than any other Tool Box on the market. Can you buy replacement parts? Yes, every
part of the Tool Box can be purchased or sold separately, so in the event of an accident your
customer can buy a replacement part. How do you hook up battery cables if you use the box for
battery storage? Add holes in the rear wall of the box for battery cable entrance points. Use
rubber grommets not supplied in the cable holes to protect the battery cables from wear. Do not
drill through the cover of the box. Do you need any type of vent holes in box? Yes, vent holes
are required when storing batteries in the truck box one near each battery. Currently custom
logos are not available. Does the Tool Box have the black rubber side straps? No, there is no
need for the black rubber side straps. Installation Instructions. Battery Hold-Down Kit. Part
number: Browse more products. Check out other tested and tortured products by minimizer.
Navigate our collection online or order a catalog today. On the Truck. In the Truck. Fix the
Truck. View Online Catalog. Request a Catalog. Simply provide your email address and mailing
address below for a copy of our catalog. Yemen Zambia Zimbabwe. Electronic: Please email me
a digital version of the Minimizer catalog Hard Copy: Please mail me a hard copy version of the
Minimizer catalog. No thanks. This field is for validation purposes and should be left
unchanged. Carrying, moving, transporting. What's the difference between just getting by and
true success? Partnering with an industry leader. That's what it takes to face new and emerging
demands in today's fast-changing industry. So, choosing Supreme means choosing value-add,
final mile business solutions, including high-performance, long-lasting equipment , as well as
one-stop options for commercial vehicle upfitting, parts and service. Type the code from the
image. We take delivery seriously Carrying, moving, transporting. When sufficient is not enough

What's the difference between just getting by and true success? Value-add Solutions for the
Final Mile. Up to the Challenge. Get business doneâ€”and done rightâ€”with a reliable Supreme
truck body that lasts longer and improves your bottom line. Downtime in the Rear-View. No
matter the location, our large parts and service network provides peace of mind and keeps you
on the road longer. Final Mile Dedication. Events and Tradeshows. Apr 12, - Apr 16, Explore
Other Wabash Brands. Location Finder. How Can We Help? Enter Question or Quote Inquiry.
Phone Number. Generate New Image. All rights reserved. AirBorn will design and produce
electro-mechanical and box build assemblies according to your project's specific needs. Our
extensive testing ensures your product consistently performs to expectations. We use the
phrase "value-added service" to describe our approach to providing our customers with a
complete solution that matches their needs and requirements. In some cases, this means
supplying customers with one of our highly reliable standard connector products. In others, it
means supplying our customers with a complete chassis, or "box," that performs the function
the customer desires. AirBorn offers a wide range of products and services to meet either case
or anything in-between. To provide our customer with the best possible service, we offer
turnkey solutions including:. In short, AirBorn is ONE company that can provide you with a
complete, electronically-integrated solution. Need help? Have a question? We'd like your
feedback. M Series. N Series. R Series. RC Series. RCII Series. RocKet Series. RZ Series. Series
W Series. Cable Assemblies. Flexible Circuit Assemblies. Extended-Length Flex. Flex Circuit
Assemblies. Military Part Cross Reference. Value-Added Services. Contract Manufacturing.
Circuit Boards. Medical Devices. Space Exploration. Value-Added Distributors. Featured
Distributors. Customer Support. Our Customers. AirBorn Quality. Product Documentation.
Supplier Documentation. My Account. Value-Added Service We use the phrase "value-added
service" to describe our approach to providing our customers with a complete solution that
matches their needs and requirements. Contact Us. Sales Support. All Rights Reserved. Enter
your zip code to check product availability at U-Haul locations near you. In most cases, we offer
three shipping options for you to choose from. A few items are considered oversize and can
only be shipped via freight truck. Business days are considered Monday through Friday
excluding holidays. Please note that this does not include liftgate service. Please contact us at
from 7 a. Arizona time MST immediately after placing an order to arrange for liftgate service.
You can select your shipping option and see the total shipping cost on the checkout page once
you've entered your shipping address. To track your shipment after purchase click the look up
order link at the top of uhaul. We ship to street addresses only sorry no P. Boxes within the
United States and Canada. We have several fulfillment centers that store and ship our products.
If you order more than one item, each may be shipped from a separate location, and therefore,
may arrive at different times. Your original estimated shipping amount does not change if more
than one shipment location is used. Shipping timeframes depend on the type of item you buy,
the time it leaves the warehouse and the shipping option you choose. Shop online and pick it up
in store for free! No minimum order required. Our most popular items are available for pickup
same-day! Just choose "Pick up in store" as you add items to your cart. At checkout, select
your pickup time and we will have the items on-hand when you come into U-Haul. In-Store
Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see
additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. This offer is not
valid for orders shipped to Alaska and Hawaii. Exact shipping costs are available when you
checkout. Certain products and brands may be excluded from the promotion. These products
are marked as excluded from free shipping on the product page. We only ship to street
addresses within the 50 states and Canada. We cannot ship to P. Virgin Islands, Guam, and
Mexico. Freight Fees may apply to oversize or overweight items. These additional costs are
shown as a shipping disclaimer on the product page if applicable. The large mirror box is the
perfect box for storing, moving, or shipping large mirrors, framed artwork, pictures, and more.
This box is also capable of being telescoped together with another large mirror box to
accommodate even larger mirrors and pictures. The box is best used with our Picture Packer Kit
to ensure fragile artwork and mirrors are well protected and secure in the box. A bit over priced
and finding it not overly useful for a generic move. Perhaps I would value it higher it I was
moving valuable paintings instead of prints. Just something to mention, the measurements that
the smaller mirror box lists on the box for pictures Who would put just a framed picture in a box
without them. Thus, I had to get a bunch of these large ones to get everything to fit with the
foam corners. This box advised to crease along the dotted line. Would have worked if they
hadn't already super creased the box in the complete wrong spot to package it. Couldn't even
use this one, couldn't get anyone to help me get a refund. To view an answer to a question,
simply click on the question. To post a new question, click on the "Ask a question" button
below. Please keep all questions appropriate and related to the product. What size is this box?

How much would it cost to have it shipped in the mail with that size of box? We use FedEx, so
what ever the delivery rate is for your area is would be the charge. Thank you. How do I find the
store and cost. How do you get a box 48" x 70". I need the 68 inches. X 45" or do you put an
extra large tv box and one of these together? Unfortunately, we have no box with the
measurements you are looking for. However, here is a link to size what we do have if you are
trying to get creative about putting boxes together. I hope this helps! I have a large dresser
mirror 40"x40"x1. Do I need two such boxes? Hi Rodney, I would recommend looking at this
box. Lg Flatpanel Box. How much does a mirror box weigh? Hello, Taylor! The large mirror box
weighs 4 pounds on its own. Thank you! My picture is 48" x Hi, Dan! How would you
recommend packing this item? Also, generally how many business days lately have been
required for an order of several packing items to a Manhattan NYC delivery? Hi, Jan! Since we
don't currently offer any boxes large enough for a mirror of that size, I recommend wrapping the
mirror in several Furniture Pads and securing the furniture pads with Mover's Stretch Wrap. I
would guess you will need at least 4 furniture pads to properly pad the mirror to protect it while
in transit. We estimate business days for shipped delivery, but both of these products are
available for purchase at all U-Haul Centers if you need them more urgently. I hope that is
helpful! I have a painting that 48 x 30 x 1. Would this be big enough? Hello, Bre! Yes, our large
mirror box will be perfect for your painting. Just wondering roughly how long these will take to
arrive. Hi, Lauretta! Normally, we estimate business days in the U. If you need them more
quickly, we recommend placing an online order to pick up the boxes from a nearby U-Haul
center. Do you have any boxes that would fit? Hi, Kathleen! Is the cardboard double walled?
Hello, Mary! This is a single-walled box. Have a 48" round glass table top that needs to be
moved long distance. Which box is recommended and what packiing materials do you
recommend? Hello, Helen! We do not have any boxes large enough for a tabletop of that size,
unfortunately. How many pictures can I fit in any one box? Hello, Chuck! The answer to your
question will depend on the sizes of the pictures you are trying to fit in the box. You can fit as
many pictures in the box as you can, but we recommend wrapping each picture in some sort of
protective material such as Enviro-Bubble to keep the pictures from damaging each other. What
are the dimension in cm? Hi, Luma! Here are the dimensions in centimeters: Thank you for
asking! I have 2 pcs artwork. One is 40 x28 and the other one is 44 x Woukd the large mirror box
work or do you suggest something else? Do I need to buy the picture picker kit or are the foam
corners in this box ok? Hello, Roni! We recommend purchasing a box for each rather than
putting both in 1 box. Keep in mind that this box only includes the box - no protective corners
are included. Although not required, we highly recommend the Picture Packer Kit and
Enviro-Bubble to protect your artwork while in the box. And can it be used to ship a painting in?
Hi, Lawrence! Our large mirror box is just 1 box. You can purchase 2 of them and tape them
together to make 1 larger box, but please keep in mind that they do not telescope or slide into
one another. Would this box work? Hello, Donna! For a mirror of that size, we recommend our 4
Piece Mirror Box. Our large mirror box is not quite large enough. Thanks for asking! Any
suggestions for a box for a 48 x 72 x 1. Unfortunately, we do not currently offer any boxes that
could fit a painting that size. If you are moving the painting, you could wrap it in several
Furniture Pads and secure them with Stretch Wrap. How do you put together the 2 boxes to fit a
large piece of art? I hear a number of people struggle with that. Are there instructions
anywhere? Keep in mind that these boxes don't necessarily "telescope" into each other, but can
be interlocked in a sense so that they can be taped together to accommodate larger art or
mirrors. Begin at the top end of the first box by folding the small flaps in, then fold one large
flap on top of the other and tape. Move on to the second box and press along the dotted lines
on the left and right sides until there is an indent or break in the cardboard. Without cutting the
flap lock tabs on the bottom end of the first box, and by squeezing the second box sides so they
indent, slide the second box into the open bottom end of the first box. Slide your item s into the
box, then on the open end of the second box, fold the small flaps in, fold one large flap on top of
the other and tape. Secure the middle portion where the second box telescopes into the first
box with tape. I have 2 pictures that are 38 w X 32 L, will both of these frames fit into 1 box. Hi,
Wanda! It depends on the thickness of the pictures. Would 2 of these be the best way to go?
Also, would I need corner protectors? Hi, Frances! Yes, two of our large mirror boxes would be
the best option for your painting. Corner protectors are optional, but for optimal protection,
especially if your painting is fragile, we recommend either our Picture Packer Kit or our Foam
Art Protection Corners. You can also opt to wrap the painting in Enviro-Bubble. Do you have a
box to accommodate this? Hello, Lisa! I have 2 large framed painting to cover for a move. One is
52"x 72", the other is 47"x 56". What do I need to pack each one separately? Hi, Douglas!
Unfortunately, we don't offer any framed picture boxes large enough for either. What we would
recommend is wrapping each with Enviro-Bubble. Another option is to wrap each with Furniture

Pads and secure the pads in place with Mover's Plastic Wrap. Is this the largest box you have?
Hello, Eric! I have a 39" round mirror - could I use two boxes and ship safely? Hi, Dorothy! If you
are planning to ship the mirror, make sure to purchase some protective supplies such as
Enviro-Bubble to make sure the mirror is properly padded in the box. Bonjour, Francine! Can
this box be used for a round glass top? Hey, Cynthia! It's possible this box will work, but it
really depends on the size of the round glass top table. For moving a glass top table, we
recommend wrapping the glass piece in Furniture Pads and then using Mover's Stretch Wrap to
secure the furniture pads on the glass. I have a painting that is 38 inches wide and 97 inches in
length Unfortunately, we do not offer any boxes that can accommodate a painting of that size,
even if you are using more than 1 box. If you are simply moving the painting, you can always
opt to wrap the painting in Enviro-Bubble to protect the painting while in transit. Would 2 of
these together work? Hi, Heather! Can this box accommodate a 31 x 47 framed painting. With
appropriate padding and your picture packer kit? Hi, Alec! You can use this box to ship but we
highly recommend ensuring the picture is properly padded with something such as
Enviro-Bubble and the Picture Packer Kit. Hi, LaDara! You would need to use two of the large
mirror and picture boxes to accommodate a canvas painting of that size. Can I put a 48 inch flat
screen tv in it if so does it have corner protectors? Hello, Rochelle! We do not recommend
using our large mirror and picture box for a flat screen TV. I have a painting that is 48" x 48" x
2". Can I use 2 of these boxes to move this item? Hello, Andy! Yes, 2 of our large mirror boxes
can be used together to accommodate a painting of that size. Hello, Karen! We do not
recommend using our large mirror box for a TV. I need 2 boxes. One being 49 height by 25 wide,
2nd being 49"lengh, 45 height by 10"wide. What boxes could i buy and put together to make this
happen. Hi, Janice! As for the 2nd box you mentioned, unfortunately, we do not have any boxes
that are close enough to those measurements. Do you have a box to ship crib pieces? Hi,
Bobbie! We do not have any boxes that are large enough to accommodate crib pieces
measuring 75" x 45" x 12". It sounds like you may need to break up the pieces into smaller
shipments. I need a box to fit 30x30x What do u recommend. Do you have a box approx. Hi,
Marcia! I have a Acrylic Canvas that needs to be shipped. The dimensions of the art is: 44 in x
32 in x 5 in. Is the large mirror box appropriate? Hey, Celeste! The only option we have that will
absolutely work is our Picture Shipper. How much does the box weigh? Hi, Jenny! Good
morning, I have 6 wooden doors that go to a dvd cabinet that have glass panes in them. Also
since they are thin can I put at least three in 1 box? Yes, you could telescope together two of
our large mirror boxes to accommodate your 6 wooden doors. Since the doors have glass
panes, we strongly recommend wrapping each door in a protective material such as
Enviro-Bubble or Cushion Foam. I have a large plexi-glass measuring 48" w x 94"L, what can I
use? Hi, Barry! We do not currently have a box that can accommodate a piece of glass of that
size. How much for shipping to This box with 7 pounds for weight. Hi, Angie! To see what it
would cost to have a large mirror box shipped to you, please add a large mirror box to your cart,
begin the checkout process, and enter your address as the shipping address. You will be given
the shipping costs at that point. If you are asking what it would cost for you to ship this box in
the mail, you would need to contact the mail carrier of your choice. How much are these boxes.
This price applies if you purchase the box to be shipped to your home or to be picked up from a
U-Haul center. Hey, Danny! The edge crush test rating of this box is Will this fit in two extra
large mirror boxes telescoped together? Hello, Nurul! Yes, you can absolutely purchase two
large mirror boxes and telescope them together to ship your table. Can the box fit multiple
pictures frames? Approximately how many? Hey, Kelly! The answer to your question depends
entirely on the dimensions of the frames you are attempting to fit into the box. We recommend
stacking or arranging the frames the way you would want them to go into the box we
recommend wrapping each frame in Enviro-Bubble. Also, be sure you do not place more than
the box's capacity of 65 pounds inside of the box. How much does this box weigh? Can i use a
mirror box to hold 2 glass long oval shelvings from a tv stand if packed with bubble plastic?
Hey, Yolanda! This depends on the sizes of the shelvings. We recommend wrapping the
shelvings with Enviro-Bubble or Cushion Foam for protection. I need box for mirrored. I have 10
mirrors 36 inches long and 10 inches wide. Hi, Mary! We also recommend using a Picture
Packer Kit in each box with each mirror to ensure the mirrors are protected from damage. In
addition to the Picture Packer Kit, we recommend filling any extra, empty space in the box with
a packing supply such as Biodegradable Packing Peanuts or Packing Paper. I hope that is all
helpful! What is the largest size picture boxes do you have? Hi, Regina! Unfortunately, we do
not carry a box large enough to accommodate a picture of that size. We need to ship a painting
that is 48" long by 42" high by 4" thick. Will we be able to use two large mirror boxes? Hi, LJ!
Yes, you can put two together and use them for your painting. What is the largest glass box you
have. I have a table top that measures 46x 80 long and 2 in. If you are moving then we'd

recommend using furniture pads or quilted pads to protect the table top in transit. However, if
you are shipping it somewhere then you will need to purchase a custom box for it. Do the flaps
on long edge of these overlap or do they meet in the middle? Hi, Alice! The flaps on this box
overlap. What is the weight of the box? IO would like to estimate my shipping cost. The Large
Mirror Box weights 3. What is the weight of the box alone? Can I ship this box through Fed Ex? I
have a heavy dresser mirror if I use bubble wrap to protect it would that be enough and is there
a box to accommodate? Without knowing the wight of the mirror it is difficult to say. If it is over
65 lbs, you would want to use a double walled box. We recommend using furniture pads as well.
Yes, that will work. The boxes are made to allow for telescoping one into the other. The flap lock
tabs are in place for using 2 of them together. If you are only using one, yes, you will need to cut
the flap lock tabs. I was wondering if you had TV boxs for a 40 in flat screen and a 60 in flat
screen. And how much those would cost. Lee, we absolutely do! Without knowing the depth of
your TV, we cannot tell whether or not it will fit. How do I fold this box. Flip the box over, place
your item in the box and fold the top small flaps in, then fold one large flap on top of the other
and tape. What is the weight limit or large mirror box? Instructions on the mirror box are
confusing. Can you clarify? To make sure we get you the information you need, can you please
call us at 1. Are the measurements given the exterior size? Looking for boxes in which to move
30x48 in. Is this one, or another one you offer, appropriate? They are inside dimensions. This
box should work based on your requirements. Can this be used for international shipping? It's
been done, but I tend to want to be a bit more careful and use only double wall boxes for
international shipments. This would work, but make sure that if you do, you're generous with
the packing material. Is the large mirror box heavy duty enough to pack a flat panel plasma tv?
Probably in the 70 pound range. We do not recommend packing a flat screen TV in a mirror box.
For maximum protection, use part FSTV. Is the large mirror box big enough to put more the one
picture in? That would depend on the width of the pictures. The width of the box is 4 inches. I
would like to know if the large mirror boxes are equipped to send pictures in the mail. If the box
is properly packed, there should be no issue sending this via mail. We highly recommend using
the Picture Packer Kit with this box and insuring the package for the full value of its contents.
You can use the U-Haul location finder or you can visit the Box Exchange to view posts from
others with available supplies in your area. Yes, these prices are consistent with U-Haul owned
locations. Independent dealer pricing may vary. Your best bet is to purchase online with our
"in-store pickup" option to secure your product and price. Same-Day Delivery. Picture Packer
Kit. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving supplies specialist. Show locations
on map. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service.
Your opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your
recent experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to
complete. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Enter Zip Code. Find locations.
Change Location. Shipping Options In most cases, we offer three shipping options for you to
choose from. Selecting your Shipping Option You can select your shipping option and see the
total shipping cost on the checkout page once you've entered your shipping address. Where We
Ship We ship to street addresses only sorry no P. Multiple Shipments We have several
fulfillment centers that store and ship our products. Exclusions This offer is not valid for orders
shipped to Alaska and Hawaii. Freight Fees Freight Fees may apply to oversize or overweight
items. Add to Cart. Please check the product photos to see how it will be folded. Description
Product Description. Part Number: LMB. We'll buy back the boxes you don't use. Reviews 4 out
of 5 stars with reviews 5 star. Sort reviews by: Newest to oldest Oldest to newest Highest to
lowest rating Lowest to highest rating. Rating: Recommends this product. Jason C. Ranie A.
Taura B. Amanda K. Ask a Question. Your Question. Your Name Send me an email when my
question is posted Your Email. Product Description. Enter Zip. Find a Store. Buy Online, Pick up
in Store orders are typically ready for pick up within two hours of submitting an order. Orders
placed after store hours will be ready for pick up the next day. In-Store availability is based on
the store inventory and is typically updated every two hours. Orders are held for four days after
processing. Check Availability. Rate Experience. Welcome to Elliott's Login. Subcategories
Chassis Boxes 19" Rack Equipment. Compare Products. Featured Products. You may also like:.
Adding Items to Cart. Sort by Position Price. Learn More. Add to my order. Enclosures for
sensitive electronic assemblies and for pneumatic, hydraulic and electrical Ideally suited for
instrumentation and telecommunication equipment. Molded in high-impact Ideally suited for
instrumentation and telecommunication equipment, from hand-held to lab The unique feature of
this enclosure is that it has flange tabs. Both flanges have This black molded plastic enclosure
has an aluminum cover plate, internal PCB slots This black molded plastic enclosure has an
aluminum cover plate, internal PCB slots and Black Finish inch headend equipment rack is built
of heavy-duty steel, providing maximum Pre-assembled for local pick up only. Local Pickup

Only. Organize patch cords and maintain a required bend radius. Available in a wide variety of
Specifications dimensions: 5. DxWxH 17x5x4 An orthodox box that has many uses and is
engineered to deserve the name The rack is solidly DxWxH 12x7x4 An orthodox box that has
many u
toyota 3mz fe
jazzmaster rhythm circuit mods
2000 buick regal headlight
ses and is engineered to deserve the name DxWxH with cover 5x13x3 "The cap cover
construction, enabling the builder to use either DxWxH with cover 6x4x2 "The cap cover
construction, enabling the builder to use either Perforated on 4 sides. Built-in chassis. Available
in DxWxH with cover 4x17x3 "The cap cover construction, enabling the builder to use either
Front panel recessed. DxWxH with cover 10x17x2 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either DxWxH with cover 8x17x3 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either DxWxH with cover 8x17x2 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either DxWxH with cover 13x17x2 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either DxWxH with cover 12x17x2 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either DxWxH with cover 11x17x2 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either DxWxH with cover 7x17x3 "The cap cover construction, enabling the
builder to use either

